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“A GOOD TEACHER MAKES YOU THINK EVEN WHEN YOU 

DON’T WANT TO” (FISHER 1998, TEACHING THINKING) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The theme I chose for this report is: How to build a meaning-intensive at-

mosphere for intercultural learning? The context is vocational education. 

The case study I will connect to the context describes a result of an EU 

Minerva project having belonged to the Socrates programme: Holistic 

Cultural Competence Assessment Learning Model (HCCA Model). The 

reason for choosing this theme is the actuality of it. Changes in working 

life are getting bigger and bigger. I refer to the following little story to il-

lustrate the background in real life. Current events of Finnish forestry in-

dustry can be indicated.  

 

The company you work for in Finland gets sold. You manage to keep your 

job but the organization model, your job description and your job title 

change. The organization you belong to keeps growing. A lot of old small 

companies become part of the new international conglomerate through 

mergers and fusions. After a short period of time the owners inform that 

the particular field of production your organization is involved with is not 

their core business any more. Your unit gets resold. The new owner has 

specialized in acting as a subcontractor. It is a new world for you. Instead 

of traditions and a feeling of security of your original employer – what 

rules is producing goods and services cheaper and cheaper. You position 

is Development Specialist. You never know exactly which products, for 

which clients and on what new terms will be in concern in the next few 

months. To match and adapt to the requirements you’ve been instructed to 

use further subcontractors for everything possible – hiring staff, feasible 

parts of planning, procurement etc. After a short while again you get in-

formed that all activities of your employer in Finland will be ceased in a 

six months time. There is a slight possibility for you to remain employed if 

you are willing to move to the Czech Republic on a short notice. You’ve 

heard though that even that country is not on a top development list of 

your employer any more. You have luckily already for some years been 

consciously considering these kinds of changes to be possible. You started 

to study beside your work. You upgraded your polytechnic degree to a 

Master’s degree in a new field of development. Your university is an inter-

national top player within the field of research in concern. You started a 

small business of your own when you completed your Master’s Thesis for 

another newly established small company. That company is your first cli-

ent. You offer to provide computer aided design to your latest employer – 

through web. Your services can be utilized in Finland, in the Czech Re-

public or – anywhere in the world. You win a new contract! 

 

I define intercultural working environment as follows. In addition to peo-

ple from different countries and with different ethnic backgrounds work-
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ing together intercultural team work skills are required also when acquisi-

tions and fusions occur – when e.g. three factories in Finland merge and 

centralize their activities to only one town. The employees need to adapt 

to different ways and rhythm of working and different ways of distributing 

information. Ability to recognize how personal values depending on dif-

ferent backgrounds form the collective values of the newly established or-

ganization is needed.   

 

Why is meaning-intensiveness needed? In adult learning vocational educa-

tion, on-the-job training and further academic studies get more and more 

mixed. One completes projects for companies – maybe one’s own em-

ployer – during the studies. On-the-job training may be combined with a 

launch of a new service for a new client. More and more complementary 

studies beside the job are required. To manage all this – and beside it all 

also take care of one’s family, one’s own health and even manage to have 

some hobbies – a strong ability to plan, complete and change one’s own 

targets is required. Willingness and ability to learn and especially con-

sciously off-learn before relearning again is the key answer. I’ve studied 

foundations for transformative learning of adult students in my Bachelor’s 

Thesis. My conclusions include the following findings. Suitable means of 

action to meet the targets raised by modern requirements of learning is 

implementing elements of authentic, emergent and transformative learning 

in the educational processes of adult learners. A meaning-intensive way of 

learning covers all that above. 

 

In this report I briefly introduce the before mentioned elements of learn-

ing. My practical case study describes how these elements can be imple-

mented into a learning process with help of utilizing the HCCA Learning 

Model. The key questions are: How can a teacher identify an individual's 

learning style and how does this help the individual? What kind of teach-

ing styles could be useful in a multicultural setting? As a teacher, how do I 

adapt to different kinds of learning styles?  

 

The theme is relevant for me because I have worked as a consultant in the 

before mentioned EU project. I am involved with the further developing of 

the HCCA Model through Finnish Alliance for Development Cooperation 

Findeco. I’m currently studying mechanical technology with industrial 

management as a minor. My aim is to complete my Master’s Thesis within 

a field which covers process chain management development – maybe in 

the context of development-cooperation – from the point of view of sup-

porting the learning and skills of change management of the employees. 

2 CONTEXT 

Wilenius (2006) summarizes main challenges of modern learning as fol-

lows. We need to learn to manage the information overload – from absor-

bing the information towards analyzing and organising the information. 

We need to learn to learn – from learning facts to learning and understan-

ding learning processes. We need to learn to quest for problem-centered 

orientation – from searching answers towards finding the right questions. 
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We need to learn to develop creative thinking – from routine-based re-

peating towards finding new solutions. And last but not least we need to 

learn to raise cultural competence – from local knowledge towards unders-

tanding the global cultures. 

2.1 Transformative learning 

 

A transformative approach and touch to learning, work and life means a 

constant dialogue between a person’s thoughts and actions and all impacts 

she/he receives from her/his surroundings. When having adopted a trans-

formative – renewing – way of learning, working and living a person is 

able not only to survive changes but to learn to prepare for – and when 

necessary – to produce them by her/himself. A person learns to value the 

opportunities which remain hidden unless she/he keeps giving coinci-

dences a chance. 

 

According to Kauppinen (2002) it is necessary for the members of an or-

ganization to learn to challenge and question the perspectives of their su-

periors, the choices the organization has made and to bring feedback from 

clients and other stakeholders. All members of an organization shall learn 

to lead and manage themselves – to control their choices related to inten-

tions and objectives, will and points of views. An important phase of 

learning the control is to learn to understand what kind of influence the 

personal choices at first have over oneself and then over the successful-

ness of the whole organization.  

 

When working together in a learning organization each individual and the 

organization as a whole should have concrete development tasks. Com-

mitment and systematic proceeding bind the learning and work together. A 

teacher’s work is traditionally based on the feeling of control and author-

ity. It is relatively easy for a teacher to accept and adopt changes related to 

classroom practices or learning materials. One’s own beliefs related to so-

cial, ethical and pedagogic questions are more difficult to handle and 

change – they are deeply bound with one’s own identity. Starting to 

change oneself may seem too difficult and demanding. Transformative – 

renewing – learning requires a perspective change. The true change – in-

tellectual growth and widening one’s own perspectives – requires rebuild-

ing of one’s own thinking and one’s own inner world. It means a difficult 

journey of mixed feelings like guilty, inadequacy and loss, failures and 

even depression. Daring to take this journey and giving it time and effort 

guarantees new energy – experiences of success and growth, increased 

sensibleness of learning and work and individual and collective feelings of 

empowerment. (e.g. Järvelä 2002)     

2.2 Emergent learning 

Emergent learning expresses the uniqueness of a (web-)learning group. 

During (web-)discussions and other possible collaborative processes the 
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collective dialogue forms something unexpected as a result of the learning. 

The context, content and the social elements of the process are emerging 

(figure 1). The objectives of the learning form the frame of reference for 

the proceeding though.  

 

unexpected

end-result

individual

group

materials process

dialogue

individual

intepretations

and meaning

perspectives

individual

knowledge,

skills, attitudes

experiences

RESOURCES

A COMMON
INTEREST

EMERGING OF 
THE (LEARNING) CONTEXT

EMERGING SOCIALLY

EMERGING OF

THE CONTENT

individual impacts

collective impacts

 
FIGURE 1 Emergent learning (Mäkinen & Ihanainen 2003) (translated by I. Aro 

2007) 

 

An emergent learning process has following features. A successful process 

leads into consciously reflected and emancipatory learning. The learner 

deepens and widens her/his understanding. Both individual and collective 

impacts get highlighted. Despite the importance of the collaborative proc-

ess, it is not a target that all learners learn same things in the same way. 

The teacher is involved in the reflective process but does not lead it as an 

authority. The learning is successful, when the learners are able to intro-

duce many-sided points of views throughout the duration of the process. 

Seeking consensus is not an aim – finding new meanings and interpreta-

tions is. The process is formed by the own interests of the learner. This 

supports the orientation, commitment, participation and staying along of 

the learner throughout the learning process. Pedagogical planning requires 

considering entities instead of a list of details only – the teaching is not di-

vided into sections like materials, assignments, assessments etc. The learn-

ing process may proceed freely in the cultural, imaginary, social and tech-

nical learning environment where the learners face each other. The learn-

ing gets collectively and socially built with help of the process where the 

attitudes, feelings and knowledge of the individuals become visible. The 

key function of pedagogic planning is to facilitate for a learning environ-

ment which makes emergent learning possible. The learners’ participation 

starts the process and carries it forward. Creating an atmosphere of trust, 

openness and transparency is essential in promoting the participation. 

(Mäkinen & Ihanainen 2003.) 
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There are not any absolute ways of action or definite aims in an emergent 

learning process. Therefore specific concrete results or transactions cannot 

be anticipated. They occur unexpectedly. Potential paths of learning can 

be foreseen based on previous experiences. Every unique group creates a 

unique process and unique results though. Significant and longer term 

learning results and reactions are always discovered only later on. They 

become real only after the collective process itself has ended. (Mäkinen & 

Ihanainen 2003.) 

 

The objectives which form the frame of reference for emergent learning 

are located in several different levels and directions. Each unique learning 

process makes the objectives real. The learner copes with the goals set and 

learns to reach them – a prerequisite is to learn to manage requirements 

from a number of directions along the path of the personal learning. An 

emergent learning process gets formed in a non-linear way – a layer on top 

of another layer. It is essential to dare to trust that the process itself carries 

forward – even though the participant would not immediately comprehend 

the impact and efficiency of the learning process. (Mäkinen & Ihanainen 

2003.) 

 

Emergent learning and teaching is both free, unforeseen and based on par-

ticipation and proceeding in the middle of insecurity, unfinished matters 

and a feeling of not being tutored. Emergent learning and teaching rely on 

unbalance – they even search for and produce it. Emergent learning cannot 

be simplified, put in a straightforward manner or generalized. It needs to 

be accepted as a constantly altering and a genuinely complex phenome-

non. According to Filander (2002) requirements for becoming an emergent 

teacher are the following. The teacher needs to transform her/his tradi-

tional pedagogic identity towards skills of a developer and an expert of 

uncertainty. (Mäkinen & Ihanainen 2003.)     

2.3 Knowledge building 

Off-learning is significant in transformative learning. In emergent learning 

it is essential that each participant of the learning group is aware of her/his 

responsibility for building mutual trust. Knowledge building process is a 

way to externalize one’s own transformative and emergent learning. 

 

Stahl (2000) describes the knowledge building process as a diagram – a 

dialogue between a cycle of personal understanding and a cycle of social 

knowledge building (figure 2). In the beginning of the cycle of personal 

understanding the learner evaluates her/his own thinking. She/he accepts 

her/his findings. A tacit pre-understanding follows. The learner begins a 

critical reflection – what the circumstances are and what the background 

is. Tacit knowledge begins to become visible. The topic of learning is 

made problematic. The learner gets conscious of her/his personal belief. 

The reflection strengthens the learner’s personal comprehension.  

 

The next phase of the knowledge building process is to shift to the cycle of 

the social knowledge building. The personal belief is articulated in words 
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– it is made a public statement. In web-learning a public statement is e.g. a 

web team discussion which has a clear aim. The learner takes into account 

other people’s public statements before issuing next public statements of 

her/his own. The group discusses different alternatives. The intention is to 

clarify meanings and find reasoning. The collective process supports the 

reaching of a shared understanding. The collaborative knowledge gets 

formalized and objectified. The results are new cultural artifacts. They are 

conceptual creations which the learner can use for practical purposes in 

her/his own surroundings after the learning cycle of the social knowledge 

building. She/he takes them into affecting and developing the groups 

she/he collaborates with. The learner’s cultural self-understanding has in-

creased. The learner has taken another step towards integrating in a new 

community. This phase of the process has a significant effect on the learn-

er’s personal comprehension. Gradually the new cultural artifacts start to 

seem like self-evident ways of acting for the learner. The next cycle of 

transformative learning gets started from an altered personal comprehen-

sion.   

cultural
artifacts

use in

activity

accept at

one’s own

explicate
implications

make 
problematic

articulate
in words

discuss

alternatives

clarify

meanings

negotiate

perspectives

formalize

& objectify

personal

comprehension

tacit pre-

understanding

personal

belief

public

statements

other people’s

public statements

argumentation 

& rationale

shared

understanding

collaborative
knowledge

social
knowledge

building

personal
under-

standing

 
FIGURE 2 A diagram of knowledge building processes (Stahl 2000) 

2.4 How to support creativity? 

According to Fisher (2002) creative capital has two aspects: The creative 

self – the generative skills and talent one brings to a task – and the creative 

environment – the creative resources and support one needs. Creativeness 

requires focusing – a diffusion of focus means a diffusion of energy. Fo-

cusing requires specialization – creative people and organizations focus on 

those areas in which they can make a difference. Some keys to individual 

creativity are the following. 
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• Motivation: encouraging adults in the classroom, in the workplace, at 

home and in all positions of social leadership 

• Inspiration: stimulating curiosity by being more observant and asking 

more questions, instilling a sense of wonder about the world and human 

experience and involving people in creative activities 

• Gestation: allowing time for creative ideas to emerge – insight, intuition 

and inspiration lie below the level of awareness  

• Collaboration: support from teachers and significant others; adults’ crea-

tivity has often been suppressed through education – it is still there and 

can be reawakened 

2.5 Authentic learning 

Authentic learning binds the knowledge building process into practice – 

into the learner’s ongoing studies, work, hobby, voluntary work or where 

ever the learning takes place. According to Leppisaari & al. (2006) it is 

necessary to purposefully aim at utilizing authentic learning and possibili-

ties of virtual learning within (vocational) higher education. Essential con-

tents of the elements of authentic learning are binding pedagogic practices 

and ways of learning to special expertise and real vocational ways of ac-

tion of the professional field in concern. This means multidisciplinary ap-

proach towards planning the curricula and involving cooperation partners 

from entrepreneurial life in courses, projects and assignments throughout 

the whole duration of the studies.    

 

I refer to Table 3 (Evaluation of the authenticity of HCCA Learning) of 

this report for explaining definitions of authentic learning more thor-

oughly. 

3 CASE STUDY: HCCA MODEL 

According to Koli & Silander (2002) a learning process means learning 

which progresses in time and by degrees. It is planned and goal-directed. 

The learning process is not a single, individual learning situation, but a 

whole consisting of several situations. The process is an individual’s de-

velopment process, during which particular knowledge or skills should be 

acquired. Before the learning process can become a conscious continuum 

for learners, they must perceive its process-like nature. The learning proc-

ess does not come about on its own – it has to be consciously built by the 

learner and the teacher together. As a practical example of a learning 

process I’ll introduce HCCA Model in a nutshell (figure 3). The example 

documents I’ll use are some draft versions of HCCA learning materials – 

the copyright holder is Lic. Educ. Venla Varis. 
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A learner-centred cultural
portfolio learning process

Previous
knowledge
and skills

Portfolio:
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Competence
Map

MODULE 1:
Introduction
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of confidence

MODULE 3:
Transformative
learning

MODULE 2:
Collaborative

learning

Learning object

HCCA 2: team
skills orientation

Learning object
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Self-assessment

Reflection
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thinking

Learning by
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Self-assessment

Learning object

HCCA 3: personal
and cultural values

Learning object

HCCA 4: learning
strategies

Self-assessment Critical

reflection

I. Aro (2007)

Learning by

cultural

dialogue,

peer evaluation

Learning by

cultural

dialogue,

peer evaluation

 

FIGURE 3 Portfolio learning process, Holistic Cultural Competence Assessment Mod-

el(adapted from learning process diagram by Koli & Silander 2002; Silander 

& Koli 2003) (VirtuaaliAMK 2004) 

. 

HCCA Model consists of three learning modules. The first module begins 

with presenting one-self and building mutual trust. Team assignments in-

clude cultural dialogue and peer evaluation. Self-assessment in addition to 

these guides the learners towards critical thinking and reflection. The sec-

ond module includes two learning objects: Diversity Orientation and Team 

Skills Orientation. The learner gets a concrete numeric value of her/his 

competence. Table 1 shows an example of the points one student has re-

ceived from the self-assessment tool: Team Skills Orientation. 

 
TABLE 1 An example of a student’s points: Team Skills Orientation 

 

TOOL II: Team Skills Orientation 

(in the work process) 

 

Points: First style 

in team work   

Points: Second 

style in team 

work 

Student’s points 

from the feedback 

scale 

1 People orientation: Reformer 

 

5-4 3  

Reformer – produces original ideas and ways of action, many times varying a lot from what 

we’ve got used to. He/she is able to perceive alternatives and create new policies. He/she’s not 

afraid of failing. He/she has a skill to see consequences and benefits of his/her tasks and action.  

2 People orientation: Peace maker 

 

5-4 3 Student's first 

style: 4 

Peace Maker – quickly recognizes new ideas. He/she progresses the actions of the others. 

He/she works according to plans. He/she utilizes his/her own experiences.  He/she is proficient 

and goal-directed in guiding the team to reach it’s targets.  
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3 Task and people orientation: Coor-

dinator   

3-2 3  

Coordinator – is an assistant and coach. He/she ensures that the team develops to the correct di-

rection. He/she supervises and organizes the team. He/she transfers tasks from one team mem-

ber to another and from one team to another team at the right moment. He/she is experienced in 

networking and communication.  

4 Task orientation: Developer 

 

2 2-1  

Developer – questions working methods and ways of action. He/she analyses things systemati-

cally to scan and solve problems. He/she is an expert in preparing project and action plans. 

He/she is self-directive and task and result oriented. He/she wants to give his/her input to the 

team work by working alone.  

5 Task orientation: Quality maker 

 

2 1 Student's second 

style: 1 

Quality Maker – He/she does the groundwork and takes care of the details. He/she guarantees 

that the processes get completed. He/she aims at high-quality results. He/she is an expert to sup-

port the team leader. 

Students total points =  

Points for HCCA 

  4 + 1 = 5 

 

Figure 4 belongs to HCCA Learning material and illustrates how a team 

process proceeds in a project. The learners reflect there results in team as-

signments.  

 

QUALITY         
MAKERS

REFORMERS

DEVELOPERS

COORDINATORS

PEACE MAKERS

The work process toward goals in team work and projects 

proceeds as described in above – from phase 1 to 5  

1. 2.

3.

4.
5.

The same vision 

with different

• members

• human resources

• tasks and roles

in different phases

of the team work

and projects

improves

• effectiveness
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• coping

• results

• quality
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with different
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• human resources

• tasks and roles

in different phases

of the team work

and projects

improves

• effectiveness

• satisfaction

• coping

• results

• quality

DIVERSITY SKILLS IN 

THE TEAM WORK

 
FIGURE 4 Diversity skills in the team work 

 

The third module consists of two additional learning objects: Personal and 

Cultural Values and Learning Strategies. The learner gathers all her/his 

HCCA points and results to a portfolio and gives a qualitative reasoning 

for her/his socio-cultural skills and competence. A personal development 
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plan expresses the transformation of the learner and how she/he has been 

able to place the needs to change perspectives into practical true situations 

of her/his life and surroundings during the course. The teacher / tutor of 

the course gives a quantitative feedback according to Table 2 (A ladder of 

socio-cultural competence). The learner writes a critical reflection to the 

quantitative feedback.    

 
TABLE 2 A ladder of socio-cultural competence 

 

Phase of socio-cultural 

competence and learn-

ing 

Points Form of manifestation 

Integration 

Having balance 

between own integra-

tion and cultural re-

newing  

 

Excel-

lent 

23 – 21 

-  synergy and interdependence; transformation 

-  ability to create confidence 

-  critical reflection of own presuppositions, new roles,  

   perspectives and creativity  

  -  flexible identity, loyalty and satisfaction  

  -  motivation to release power and endowment 

Adaptation 

Facilitate public vic-

tory 

Very 

good  

20 – 18 

-  reflection of premises and adaptation 

-  increased awareness of own personal and    other cul-

tures’ philosophy 

  -  improved own cultural understanding and empathy 

-  seeking at first to understand others, then to be under-

stood 

Acceptance 

Proactive behavior 

 

Good 

17 – 15 

-  positive attitudes; win-win communication 

-  respect diverse values and attitudes 

-  awareness of cultural biases and presumptions 

-  ability to solve problems and create security 

Minimizing 

Arrogance and reac-

tive behavior 

Satisfied 

14 – 12 

-  thoughtful action; analyzing and judging others and 

situations as well as at the same time protecting her/ him-

self  

-  dysfunctional meaning schemes and pre-expectations 

-  irony and impolite joking 

Defence 
Independent actions 

and superiority  

Poor 

11 – 9 

-  self-examination with feelings of guilt or shame  

-  unrealistic expectations and negative pre-assumptions  

-  protection of own identity; impatience and hostility 

Withdrawal 

Reactive behavior, iso-

lation and separation 

Fear 

8 or less 

-   reflecting upon assumptions; disorientation and chaos 

-   inability to construe cultural diversity 

-   superficial statement of tolerance and aggressive  

    ignorance laying stress on familiar 

-   seeks to be understood and private victory 

 

As a last part of my case study I attach the Table 3: Evaluation of the au-

thenticity of HCCA Learning. I compare definitions of authentic learning 

(Herrington & al. 2003) and how the learning progresses in the HCCA 

learning process. The descriptions of learning are based on my own ex-

periences on the transformative learning process which was started by the 

studying of the HCCA course in spring 2004.   
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TABLE 3 Evaluation of the authenticity of HCCA -learning 

 

Definition of authentic 

learning (Herrington & 

al. 2003) 

Form of manifestation in HCCA learning  

Authentic activities 

have real world rele-

vance. 

 

The topics of the assignments relate to taking into account the fol-

lowing themes: Team skills orientation, personal and cultural val-

ues, learning strategies and utilizing the diversity of different phases 

of life and the different backgrounds of people as a resource.  The 

learner is instructed and encouraged to choose for both individual 

and collective assignments a perspective with help of which she/he 

can discuss her/his own experiences or e.g. actual topics existing in 

the media – e.g. related to education or the change of the societal 

values.  

Authentic activities are 

ill-defined, requiring 

students to define the 

tasks and sub-tasks 

needed to complete the 

activity.  

 

The assignments aim at the goal of the course – completing a port-

folio. The phases of the portfolio process are: 1) Virtual self-

assessment tools of HCCA Model (diversity orientation, team skills 

orientation, personal and cultural values and learning strategies), 2) 

Reflecting the results of the assessments with help of individual and 

team assignments. This forms a framework for the learning process 

– the learner completes it according to her/his personal orientation. 

Authentic activities 

comprise complex tasks 

to be investigated by 

students over a sus-

tained period of time. 

Activities are com-

pleted in days, weeks 

and months rather than 

minutes or hours. They 

require significant in-

vestment of time and 

intellectual resources.  

The learner attaches a personal development plan to her/his portfo-

lio.  She/he prepares it based on the learning process during the 

course and the skills she/he has proven and reflected. This requires 

analytical thinking, evaluation and growing throughout the duration 

of the course. The fulfilling of the personal development plan be-

gins and continues after the course.  

 

Authentic activities 

provide the opportunity 

to reflect. 

 

The whole learning process is based on critical thinking with is in-

structed and supported during the first learning module. The critical 

thinking deepens to reflection during the second module and to crit-

ical reflection during the third module. In the assignments of the 

third module the learner considers her/his values and a possible 

need to revise them from new perspectives. HCCA self-assessment 

tools of the learning materials guide the learner to discuss how e.g. 

hierarchy, autonomy or the meaning of the spirit is manifested in 

her/his life. 

Authentic activities 

provide the opportunity 

for students to examine 

the task from different 

perspectives, using a 

variety of resources. 

The assignments are instructed so, that analyzing one’s own points 

of views is necessary. Considering altering one’s perspectives is 

required as well – and reasoning for all conclusions. Articles and 

web links or books are attached to all assignments. The learners are 

also encouraged to find and use sources of information of their own 

and share their knowledge and findings with the whole group. 
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Authentic activities 

provide the opportunity 

to collaborate. 

There are team discussion assignments in each learning module. 

The team discussions include peer evaluation.  

 

Authentic activities can 

be integrated and ap-

plied across different 

subject areas and lead 

beyond domain specific 

outcomes. 

 

 

The completion of the assignments is always related with own ex-

periences of the learner. The learner reflects her/his own experi-

ences in team discussions. The team discussions help the learner to 

reflect experiences and reasoning of the others. The goals existing 

in the learner’s closest surroundings are kept in mind. The frame of 

reference of the learning consists of transformative learning, the 

change of perspectives, increasing one’s own self-understanding 

and considering and recognizing ethicality.   

Authentic activities are 

seamlessly integrated 

with assessment. 

Self-assessment is one element of all assignments. Peer evaluation 

is included in some assignments. The learner collects the assign-

ments and reflection essays belonging to the HCCA Model in a 

portfolio by the end of the course. The learner is instructed and en-

couraged to assess her/his phase of socio-cultural learning based on 

the material she/he has collected to her/his portfolio. The teacher 

evaluates the learner’s performance during the course and gives a 

qualitative feedback. The quantitative feedback is based on the 

HCCA Model. The learner writes a critical reflection – thoughts 

raised by the feedback. The next learning phase – after the course – 

is to follow one’s own personal development plan in practice.  

Authentic activities 

create polished prod-

ucts valuable in their 

own right rather than 

as preparation for 

something else. 

A true result of the learning: I’ve regularly used my own personal 

portfolio which I completed during a HCCA course three and a half 

years ago as a source of information when completing assignments 

of other courses and e.g. when writing a rationale for an application 

for a Master’s Degree Programme. 

 

Authentic activities al-

low competing solu-

tions and diversity of 

outcome. 

 

It is central throughout the duration of the course that the students 

learn to find new perspectives and are able to change their old 

points of views. The students learn from each other’s reflections and 

discuss and form alternative and reasoned objectives for the group 

in the team discussion assignments. A central goal of the team proc-

esses is to reach unique and unforeseen solutions. 

4 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Why did I find the HCCA Model to be so special – even unique?  

Antikainen (2005) summarizes reasons for non-participation in adult edu-

cation. He concludes: Societal structures, family history, educational his-

tory and working life history, production and reproduction of social hier-

archies, habitus, identity and self-definition processes and conditions of 

changes in habitus and identity.  

 

The key questions for this report were: How can a teacher identify an in-

dividual's learning style and how does this help the individual? What kind 
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of teaching styles could be useful in a multicultural setting? As a teacher, 

how do I adapt to different kinds of learning styles?  

 

In addition to the above list collected by Antikainen (2005) – which I see 

as the challenges a teacher faces when creating a meaning and knowledge 

intensive learning environment – I formulate the challenges a learner faces 

in vocational education with help of Figure 5: Chain of learning in voca-

tional education. When new requirements are faced in a working commu-

nity or it is necessary to implement new procedures – first phase is evalua-

tion and reflection of values. Discovering individual and collective atti-

tudes follow: Am I willing to try; keen to learn? Learning to manage and 

control stress is essential in reaching ability to change and manage change 

– which is prerequisite for successfulness in implementing new proce-

dures.  

 

Willingness to practise
to learn to manage

and control stress

Ability to change

and manage change

Attitudes:

Am I willing to try?

Am I keen to learn?

Implementation 

of new 

procedures

New requirements

Evaluation and

reflection of values

Chain of learning in vocational education

I. Aro (2007)

VISION,
TARGETS,
INNER AND

OUTER
REQUIREMENTS

 
FIGURE 5 Chain of learning in vocational education 

 

The strength of HCCA Learning according to my opinion and experiences 

is that the HCCA Learning Model guides the learner and the learning by 

small steps. The learner starts to evaluate practical examples from her/his 

closest surroundings and to build new – renewing – learning based on 

her/his personal experiences. 

 

Showing Figure 5 at first when starting an educational process would most 

probably seem too difficult for most learners – values, attitudes, stress 

management, change management all to be handled at once. But my own 

HCCA Learning experience confirms that HCCA Model starts many-sided 

enough learning processes step by step. The comprehension of the learner 

increases by small steps as well – and on many enough fields of life at the 

same time. 
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My personal development plan in my first portfolio was as follows. 

 

My key areas of development 
 

Self management – from the point of view of the group I col-

laborate with. Methods: Deepening my understanding of my 

impact by consciously paying attention to it, self-assessment 

tools. Development themes from around the world – Re-

lated to my studies I’ve recently familiarized with the devel-

opment themes of the European Union: Europe to become 

the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based society 

in the world by the end of this decade. – I intend to learn the 

corresponding themes regarding the Asia-Pacific, the Amer-

icas, Africa. Method: Collecting and analyzing information 

from the media. The meaning of the spirit – Learning more 

about, what was the theme of the chapter 8 of the module 

1.2: Harmony exists in many collective cultures – Holy Spirit 

in Christian cultures – Internal energy. Method: Collecting 

and analyzing information from books. 

 

Schedule 
 

I start today, keep a diary, write weekly summaries, re-write 

the plan every six months with a critical reflection. 

 

The reasoning for picking up these themes was the following. Self-

management was number one. My HCCA points showed me that in the 

areas of diversity orientation, values and learning I’m moving on the right 

direction – I’m even advanced on some areas. Improving self-management 

– this is how I interpreted my result – would mean changing my personal-

ity type. This was a confusing thought. I was actually feeling quite angry 

for a while. With reference to Figure 4 (Diversity skills in the team work) 

my first natural style was Developer and second style was Quality maker. 

This means strong result orientation. I understood that to be able to reach 

further learning results – I must practice personality styles which are not 

most natural for me. Practicing the styles of Reformer and Peace maker 

have helped me a lot when having needed to arrange for care – fight with 

the bureaucracy – for my disabled son.  The big relief came when I no-

ticed that I can still use my strongest styles as a priority – but it really has 

opened my eyes to have practiced the other styles e.g. in voluntary work. 

 

Development themes I discover e.g. by studying Electra. The meaning of 

the spirit has meant more for me than I ever could think of when complet-

ing the above list. The following phase of mine was to familiarize with 

Buddhism – and end up with the conclusion that I want to belong to a 

Christian congregation. The real finding was – returning to the roots of my 

grandparents – the Orthodox Church. Electra studies have guided me to 

discussing the Byzantine identity. 
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My reply to the key questions about identifying an individual's learning 

style and helping the individual, useful teaching styles in a multicultural 

setting and as a teacher, how to adapt to different kinds of learning styles – 

is the headline I chose for this report “A good teacher makes you think 

even when you don’t want to” (Fisher 1998, Teaching Thinking) 

(Bloome’s Revised Taxonomy, 2003). The HCCA transformative learning 

model makes you think without you really noticing it at first. Then you are 

already progressing with so full speed that you no way want to turn back.   

 

I’ve experienced transformation in three knowledge building cycles. The 

first cycle started in spring 2004 – when completing the portfolio. A criti-

cal reflection followed in July. A strong motive to study hard was that I 

had started to work in the development project for HCCA Model. A prom-

ise to learn to teach forced me to learn to learn. In the next autumn I com-

pleted a second portfolio in a training course for web-teaching and a 

course of professional growth in the beginning of 2005 deepened my dis-

cussing the themes even more.  

 

The beginning of the transformation was a hard time – my flow experience 

lasted for a year. I needed more or less another year – to survive. I don’t 

know if there’s a “milder version” for transformative learning available – 

but at least I started to change all fields of my life at the same time. That 

may cause some overreacting and exhaustion at times.  

 

My second cycle started in the beginning of 2006 – when I completed a 

research plan for my Bachelor’s Thesis. That cycle became filled by the 

end of 2006 – the first version of my Thesis was self-evaluating of the 

transformation process. The third cycle meant externalizing my learning – 

getting the Thesis ready by summer 2007. 

4.2 What did I learn from this assignment? 

I wrote the outline for this report at the time when I was finalizing my 

Thesis. I was enthusiastic about my findings regarding emergent and au-

thentic learning. It is not automatic that a time extension helps to get an 

assignment ready or even guarantees a better result. Definitely I was aim-

ing at following a tighter schedule when finalizing this report. Anyway – I 

feel like that the possibility to use some extra time made me learn more 

than “having forced” the last module ready in a hurry. 

 

Collecting this report has clarified my thinking. I’m able to explain better 

– using words of my own – the elements of learning. I started to study – 

not vocational education as I had originally planned – but mechanical 

technology this autumn. Industrial management is what my work was re-

lated with in the end of 1990’s. Industrial management is a way for me to 

recombine my working experience, transformative learning and my addi-

tional experience of life. After years of trying a number of things – related 

with my transformation process – I feel like having found possibilities to 

concentrate pick and choose, specialize. 
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The most important new finding for me during the writing process of this 

report is in brief the following. It is an article written by Saarinen & 

Hämäläinen (2004): “Systems Intelligence: Connecting Engineering 

Thinking with Human Sensitivity”. When modelling complex systems like 

mathematical models of decision making, competition and co-operation 

the four dimensions of change are: 

• Mental change 

• Perceptual change 

• Individual behavioural change 

• Change in the system. 

According to Senge (1990) five key themes as cornerstones of learning 

organizations are: 

• Personal Mastery 

• Mental Models 

• Shared Vision 

• Team Learning 

• Systems Thinking (Saarinen & Hämäläinen 2004.) 

In combining engineering thinking and human sensitivity I’ve found a re-

search and development topic for a lifetime. 

4.3 Final conclusions 

I was originally planning to discuss drama pedagogy in the end of this re-

port – to plan some game-like learning activities to balance the strong 

theoretical content of the HCCA Model. I’ve made an initial approach to 

the theme and have found it to be an interesting and a necessary field of 

pedagogy to learn more about. Drama helps the learners to relax and con-

centrate to the topics from new perspectives.  

 

As an addition to Figure 5 (Chain of learning in vocational education) 

which I created for this report – I was thinking of the requirements for 

supporting happiness to emerge in a learning organization. I recalled three 

learning experiences of my own during my journey of transformative 

learning: 

• You’ll manage this course just you’ll have faith enough for your-

selves (HAMK, HCCA pilot course, 2004) 

• Dreams tend to become true just they transform into inner goals 

(Central-Ostrobothnia Polytechnic, web-teacher training, 2004) 

• Those matters become real which have ethical sustainability and to 

which you put all your possible effort (Haaga Polytechnic, profes-

sional growth course, 2005). 

Faith is required because without faith there is no hope. Dreams are 

needed because without dreams happiness does not emerge. Ethical sus-

tainability is required because it guarantees solid cornerstones for what 

ever is needed to be solved or discovered in life.  

 

In the middle of this discussing the news clips regarding the massacre at 

Jokela School Center started to flow. The shock caused by the contrast of 

the situation felt horrifying. That made me think that in addition to happi-
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ness – my next targets regarding vocational learning and teaching will be 

related with world views. “World views” should actually be the definition 

of the background of my Figure 5 (Chain of learning in vocational educa-

tion). All the phases of the chain should be placed as parts of the devel-

opment process of the individual and collective world views of an organi-

zation.  

 

I feel like, that when acting on any level and task of an organization, but 

especially when superior tasks of a learning organization are in concern, 

understanding, recognizing and preventing such behaviour need a new 

level of learning – a deeper and more thorough interpreting of world 

views. Reflecting of values is not enough any more. Bigger changes in our 

society rule – and they become visible in people’s behaviour. 

 

I find the increasing effect of the New Age Philosophy to be a confusing 

thing in our society – New Age from the point of view of negative em-

powerment meaning empowerment by submissing everyone and every-

thing in one’s surrounding. It’s very difficult to find any research informa-

tion regarding this phenomenon – it’s not a topic of public discussion in 

Finland either. Getting an insight into it will be one of my next interests. 

 

To create a take-off for my thoughts I picked up the following text clip. 

According to Girard (1972):  

The discretion of sacrificing is not a smart consciousness of 

the sacrificer but discretion of the institution in concern. It’s 

based on making choices, creating boundaries and other ac-

tions of whose motivation and reasoning are not transparent 

and rationale but misunderstood, false and unconscious. 

That’s why their cultural meaning does not form as sacred 

and stable but arbitrary and deceitful. The arbitrary mean-

ing is a kind of an agreement – but not a relevant one as it 

has been created by violent fear instead of reasonable con-

sideration and negotiating. It is an agreement which nobody 

recognizes to be an agreement. It is arbitrary from the per-

spective that it is not based on anything it is considered to be 

based on. It has no reasoning – still it causes people to 

change their behavior and obey different rules.   
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